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case studies - heritage projects

Halifax Central Library

ideas for the lending section, 
local studies and lobby
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Kevin Street Library 
in Dublin

An adjacent authentic 
reading room to sit, relax 
and enjoy the latest read 
in, with beautiful walnut 
and leather chairs that 
complement the restored 
shelving perfectly. 

Modern furniture blends 
seamlessly with the 
traditional feel of the 
room.
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Kevin Street Library 
in Dublin

inspiration The PCs are housed on a 
stunning “tree inspired” 
desk unit with integral 
overhead lighting.



Eccles Public Library The shelving and furniture 
specified along with the 
colours selected have 
been carefully chosen to 
not only blend in with the 
wonderful period features 
of the building but to 
also offer the modern 
ambience that any new 
build library would strive to 
offer.Darlington Library mood board
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Inspiration:

Architecture 
features of the 
interior space,
ceiling, windows 



idea  

Modern furniture blend with 
restored wooden tables.
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ideas for the Children’s areas

The Harris Museum, 
Art Gallery & Library

Concept design - Proposal 
for the children’s area in 
The Harris.
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Learn - Grow
Play - Test
Inspire - Create
Interact/ Engage - Experience
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inspiration The Side - a feature that 
will be remain a fond 
memory throughout the 
lives of the children who 
use it.
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Great Sankey Neighbourhood Hub is 
aiming to be the first public building 
to gain the University of Stirling’s 
Dementia Services Development 
Centre (DSDC) Gold Award for its 
dementia-friendly architecture, design 
and facilities.

Dementia-friendly design

case study
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What’s in
Your Library
                    Ground Floor

First Floor
Community Meeting Room 1
Community Meeting Room 2
Computers
Art Upstairs
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Client      Edinburgh City Council
Project      Morningside Library

Stage      Archway texts
Date      12 September 2011

c

City Scape 1 - Location 2

quote from Harry Potter quote from ‘The one O’clock 
gun’ Douglas Fraser

‘He has knobbly knees and turned out toes,
And a poisonous wart and the end of his nose.
His eyes are orange, his tongue is black, 
He has purple prickles all over his back. ’

Julia Donaldson - The Gruffolo
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colour palette

fact: Darlington Library was designed 
in Renaissance style in 1884.

inspiration: Herod’s Banquet, 1486-
1490 Domenico Ghirlandaio Italian 
Renaissance Painting




